
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

When Hurricanes or Wildfires Hit, PlugOut Power Has the Answer 

Innovative 4kw Inverter Provides Pure Sine Wave Power from Select Hybrid Cars 

New Castle, NH - September 22, 2022. 

When major hurricanes churn in the Atlantic and wildfires rage in California and the western US, people rightly worry 

about their immediate energy needs. They may buy a noisy and inefficient generator for standby use, but if they own 

a hybrid or plug-in car, they can now buy an all-new inverter product from PlugOut Power, a unique product in the 

automotive aftermarket industry. 

The PlugOut-4 (PO-4) is a new 4kW inverter in the PlugOut series that directly supports single-phase output 120V 

from a hybrid vehicle. It's a compact product that can fit in the trunk and provide robust power to handle home 

power outages as well as electric camping, tailgating, worksite operation and field events. 

No other product in the market connects directly to the car's hybrid battery for high power output. It'll deliver up to 

4 kW of 120v/60hz sine wave power, which is enough to power a variety of appliances, such as fridges, lights, electric 

cooking, TV, fans, well pumps and more. 

Unlike the traditional generator, the PO-4 is:  

• QUIET;  Less than 60db level. You can continue a normal conversation or even whisper nearby. 

• MAINTENANCE-FREE: The car is already maintained, and the PlugOut is electronic. ALWAYS STARTS. 

• EFFICIENT; A PlugOut-Prius generates 50-100% more electricity per gallon due largely to the car's superior 

engineering. 

There is also huge energy storage potential from the car's tank, with up to 3 days of energy (×24-hours) at an 

average of 1 kW of use. Longer if a lower average, shorter if a higher average. 

The PO-4 can even be used to supplement or recharge select 48v solar batteries when they run low from extended 

cloudy weather or damaged solar panels. 

PlugOut Power's PO-4 model currently supports Toyota and Lexus hybrids or plug-ins, which provide stored energy 

to the hybrid battery from their tank.   
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About PlugOut Power – PlugOut Power LLC provides aftermarket inverters for hybrid and plug-in cars to supply 

power output for home emergency or field/mobile use (aka vehicle to home or V2H). These inverters are unique in 

the US and world market as an aftermarket product that uses the hybrid high-voltage battery as the primary energy 

source. This combination produces industry-leading quiet, reliable, maintenance-free and efficient power-energy in a 

compact and easy-to-use package. 

For more information about the product, contact: 

PlugOut Power. URL: https://plugoutpower.com. Email: info@plugoutpower.com. Tel: 603-496-3501. 
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